
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: What is a JHA and How do I Use It?

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Bill Jividan 24

122243 3.1

122243 3.5

122243 3.8

122243 3.9

122243 3.4

122243 3.9

12good audience participation, lively discussion2243

12After Presentation discussion!!!2243

12Duscussion2243

12the speaker was very clear, concise easy to understand2243

12Very helpful!2243

12Instructor remained professional even when dealing with an asshole in the audience!2243

12Timing2243

12Good tool2243

12Provided a nice overview of JHA's, how to use it.  Good introduction.2243

12Good presentation, just too many idiots.2243

12Short and to the point.2243

12Example of JHA2243

12More details / examples.2243

12Design presentation to fit the time.2243

12More "Hands On" By watching a task & using instructor guidance to do a JHA2243

12Professional safety Engineer has not given training before and doesn't know how to pace the lecture.  
Scheduled for 1 hour, through the presentation in 20 minutes.

Presenter did not adequately show the difference  between JHA & JSA.  Seemed to point to similarities.

After presentation discussion stretched the subject out toa total of 32 minutes.

2243

12A little longer, take a job hazard/procedure and develop it into a JHA.  Utilize participants.2243

12Example JHA Handouts to hard to read on presentation sheet2243

12Correct the typos in the presentation2243

12Slow down; provide more info on this topic.2243

12More examples; what's the real difference between a JHA & JSA?2243

12Improve presentation pacing.  It moved a little too fast.2243

12Ask people to not ask stupid Q's related to these reporting or training recordings!2243
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Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12Have visual aid for JSA2243

12Include JSA in presentation as well.2243

12Include more information on Risk Assessment2243

12JHA & JSA Detail2243

12-FHA - Protection/Inspections2243

12-Maintaining your OSHA 300 Log -Claims issues with L&I -Silica/Asbestos/lead -MSDS -Blueprint readings2243

12JHA vs JSA2243

12JHA's as required by DOSH.  Framework in DOSH when and why.2243

12Advanced JHA & JSA Training2243


